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At 15, I made the decision to leave home and began working on some of the worlds largest cattle

stations. Over the next 2 years, I was attacked by a few wild animals, experienced unexplained

phenomenon, had a massive learning curve and truly experienced the Australian outback. If you are

after a story that was written to appeal to the masses and that mainstream publishers love, then this

probably isn't for you. If you are after a lighthearted read that provides the raw truth about life out

bush and my experience of it, then click away.I hope you enjoy. Note - mature themes.
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Read this book if you want to lose yourself for just a little while in a real life adventure story and you

don't mind sore cheeks form laughing out-loud.If you have teenage kids who aren't quite sure what

to do with their lives or don't quite fit the mold (or if you're one of them) do yourself a favour and

expand your thinking on the kind of adventure that's still possible in the world we live in today.This is

the kind of story you read later in life and wonder to yourself "why didn't I do more fun stuff when I

was younger."I highly recommend it!



I liked this short but very entertaining book. Casper did a good job. Loved all the "nicknames" and

reasons why they were given. My husband [we are both 93 years of age] is reading it now. We have

spent our life on the land and understand all the dramas of floods and fire. Having to "make do

when anything brakes down miles from home. Seems he is now enjoying his life as a married man.

Well done Casper.

Excellent light, easy read with lots of humour along the way. Lots of adventures were clearly had

and I enjoyed reading about the Outback but from the comfort of my own home without having to

worry about snakes, growth hormone injected sheep or a million and one weird and wonderful

insects!

This was a quick, entertaining read, sucking you in with tales of interesting Aussie characters as

well as showing how the school of life experience can be as valuable, or more so, than any formal

classroom.Would enjoy a beer and a chat with Casper!

Love his style of writing. Simple, to the point and very entertaining. Please continue with another

book about your life after the outback experience.

This is an interesting account of what it is like to work on a cattle station in the Australian outback.

Lots of interesting adventures were had by this young man.

Really enjoyed this book.

Enjoyed reading.
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